
Someone Else’s Hand
Celebrating statements created by people of 

all ages throughout the South West
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About Someone 
Else’s Hand
This e-book, SOMEONE ELSE’S HAND, has been created by people 
across South West England who took part in workshops during our 
latest Discovery Project.  

Called NAVIGATION: GLOBAL, this project consisted of workshops 
and performances that drew on influences from around the Atlantic 
Circle and encouraged people of all ages to explore a range of 
countries and landscapes in undiscovered corners of the world.   

Workshop participants found out about new languages, cultures 
and ideas by working with us. Through our many workshops we  
encouraged people of all ages to think about the different lives of 
similar people from around the Atlantic Circle – from South Africa to 
North America – in a new way.  

A selection of participants then wrote their own statements about 
what someone else, or what someone else’s hand, might be doing 
on the same day, and at the same time, as they wrote their own 
thoughts down with their own hands. Some of these statements were 
inspired by pictures, images and proverbs collected from around the 
Atlantic Circle and shared during the workshops.  

The resulting e-book, SOMEONE ELSE’S HAND, celebrates the 
statements created by people of all ages throughout the South West. 



How to use this e-book
Use the buttons on the interactive map and on each page to jump 
from group to group and see the participants’ work for yourself. 

You can also read about proverbs and sayings from around the 
Atlantic Circle at the top of each page.

CORNWALL
1   Liskeard School 

& Community College
2   Torpoint Community College  
3   Treviglas
4   Wadebridge School

DEVON
5   Bratton Fleming Community 

Primary School  
6   Instow Community Primary School
7   Kingsley School Bideford, Juniors
8   Kingsley School Bideford, Seniors
9   Newport Community School

10   Shirwell Community Primary School
11   Stoke Damerel Community College
12   Plymouth School of Creative Arts
 

HAMPSHIRE
13   Cliddesden Primary School
14   Park View Junior School 
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Primary School  
16   Robert Blake Science College
17   The Space, Taunton
18   West Chinnock Primary School
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19   Prime Youth Theatre
20   The Ridgeway School 
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Cornwall
A timely ‘no’ beats a hasty ‘yes’

BRAZIL
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PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…has been able to dance in the way that 
people do in different countries
GEORGE

...has been to a carnival. Today somebody 
played rugby.  Today I have had too much fun
KARENZA CHLOE SUMMERFIELD

…rode a bike
AARON SMITH

…pretended to be a tree
CHLOE LOUISE COLLINS

…had a fun drama lesson
LEILANI ALEXANDER

…rode a horse
MOLLY TOMS

…had a colourful carnival in Brazil
EMILY

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

Past waters don’t power mills 
Don’t worry about things that are past
BRAZIL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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LISKEARD SCHOOL &  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Today Someone Else’s Hand…
…went to a music festival
OLIVER 

…rode a horse in a festival
ALFIE PHILLIPS

…played rugby in South Africa
ADEIN

…played basketball
REECE AND FRASER

…played football with  
their friends
COURTNEY

…held an invisible gun at a  
festival in Morocco
DAZ

…has had a great day at a  
festival with everyone dancing
JAMES KNIGHT

…had fun at a festival in 
Brazil
MACY NORMAN

…enjoyed their time at a 
festival in South Africa
AKIRA GRIFFIN

…got up and danced with 

...got up and danced 
with me in front of 
everybody and I have 
had a really great time 
today.  Thank you!!
ELLY 

Cornwall

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…had Christmas on a beach
ABBIE WRIGHT

…has been in a carnival
ZUZIA AND ISABEL

…went to a paint and colour festival
KACEY

…has woken up and gone to work, everyone 
works hard even if it doesn’t seem it, they do
GRACE HAYWARD

…had a great day in the gun 
festival
RHYS RICHARDS

…played football in Trinidad
OLLIE 

…played polo in Morocco
WILL TREVARTHEN

…has had an extraordinary time 
in a festival in Brazil
TARON DERRICK

…has been into a Moroccan 
festival and come back again
THOMAS YOUNG

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

…has been 
playing football 
in Trinidad
JOE MOYNAN

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…had a lucky football match 
HARLEY OAKLEY

…got up and played hockey for 
their team.  It doesn’t matter if 
they lost, they still had fun!
TEIGEN

…has played polo in the water 
and played football and danced
BEN MITCHELL

…has played rugby
ELSIE WHITING

…has washed their hands
OWEN WHERRY

…cooked a burger for their family
CALLUM LLOYD

…went on a boat trip with  
loads of people
TAYLA MOFFATT

…cleaned their hands
ALIF NOR AZLEE

…was born
BILLY

…flew to Spain
KATIE ZAMMIT

…cooked breakfast for their 
family
CHARISSE ROWE

…held a bacon sandwich
ELLIE REED

…travelled around
MARTIAL RADFORD

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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LISKEARD SCHOOL &  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

…cleaned the dishes
CALLUM SMITH

…had a festival dance
AISHA DECHICHA

…had a festival with  
loads of colours
LOWISE

…did a plait with ribbon  
and had fun doing it
HOLLY COLEMAN

…did a plait with a lot of ribbon 
and everybody else helped
KIANNA JEFFRIES

…cooked a curry for their family
JESSICA DUNN

…celebrated their birthday
AIDAN BROWN

…had a great day 
HOPE

...rowed a boat
DYLAN STEVENS

…helped an old lady  
across the street
STEVEN SHREWSBURY

…made a chocolate cake
JAKE BRYANT

…played X-Box
OWEN HARRIS

…played football
BETH W

…helped their Mum do jobs
CHANCE SYMS

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

…put a chicken  
pie in the oven  
and a beef burger  
in the microwave
DAN NORTHCOTE

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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LISKEARD SCHOOL &  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Today someone else washed their hands
HOLLY

…played on their bicycle
LONNOR

…played football
ECHO R

Today someone else had a birthday
AIDAN LAWRENCE

…cooked a BBQ for the rest of their family
ETHAN

…hit their first 360 NO SCOPE
JAKE ANDREWS

…sailed round to get food
ANON

…sailed a ship, went on Instagram
SASHA RIDDLE

…cooked some BBQ food for their 
family and friends
CAITLIN DAWE

…rode their motorbike with  
their friend
ERRYN LOCKETT

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…cleaned the dishes
ETHAN HILL

…went to work
ALIESHA WALKER

…took a trip around the world
ELLIE JENKINS

…played football and won  
the match
OWEN

…sailed on the ocean
EMMA COUMBE

…danced in a carnival
SASHA KENNARD

…ate their breakfast with their family
SADIE

…was playing football
KATIE REEVE

…has gone to a carnival
TIRYN MOSS

…has gone to a carnival
HANNAH REES

…rode a motorcycle
CAMERON MAY

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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LISKEARD SCHOOL &  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

…rode a horse
HARVEY HILLS

…rode a camel
LOGAN LAY

…has taken part in the tomatia festival in Spain
NIC TURNER

…rode a camel on a beach
LILY TIMMONS

…has been to a polo game in South Africa and 
has learnt how to keep a traditional dance 
and rhythm
KATIE FRANCIS

…has ridden a camel with a surfboard in their 
hand on a beach
SAM BERNE

…has been to a festival / carnival in Brazil
IZZI-J BENSLEY

…has taken part in the tomato fight in Spain.  
This happens once a year in August
PHOEBE

…has taken part in a tomato food fight in Spain
SAM S

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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LISKEARD SCHOOL &  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

…has cycled for a charity and sponsored 
companies. They are wearing red outfits  
with brands on them. In Trinidad
JAMIE PHILLIPS

…has to ride a bike on a bike  
ride wearing a red uniform
DAN BEVAN

…played football
EVIE SERING

…has been riding on a bike
TYLER DARVEY

…cooked a barbeque for their 
family
ETHAN PROFIT

Today someone else  
washed their hands
HOLLIE

…cooked a BBQ for their family
WILL

…played football in Spain
JAY MASON

…has taken part in a festival
ETHAN BRENTON-CRABB

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

Today somebody 
else said hello 
in a different 
language and rode a 
motorbike in France
JACK REEVE

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…said hello to me in  
a different country
BEN HOCKIN

…played football
BRODIE CULLEN

…has taken part in a carnival/
festival for their country
IMMY POLLARD

…has played polo
HARLEIGH-JADE KINSMAN

…played football
KYA CHAMPION

…has taken part in  
the tomato festival
ELLIE CHADWICK

…has taken part in a horse show 
in their country
BETH MARKS

…has been playing football in a 
stadium or riding a horse along 
the beach. Today someone else 
has shown us their tradition
ROSIE UGALDE

…has been swimming in the 
Pacific Ocean
BETHAN JAMES

…has played golf, football and 
ridden a horse.  Someone has 
helped me understand a really cool 
dance from their own country
CARA COLLINS

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…has run a marathon, visited a 
shop, went for a walk
ELEANOR TAYLOR

…learnt how to play football
HAYDEN TINSLEY

…has been riding a bike with their 
friends
NICK HEMMINGS

…was playing football and 
driving a car
LUCIE

…was dancing in tomatoes
EMILLE

…has drove a car and listened  
to music
JACOB PENGELLY

…has danced and had a tomato fight
JACK WILTON

…has gone on a bike ride wearing 
red with flags
JAKE WRIGHT

…has played rugby in school
JOE

…has sailed on a boat
KATIE LOCKLEY

…has gone to a festival and danced 
MAX JACKSON

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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LISKEARD SCHOOL &  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Today someone else has been to a tomato 
festival in Spain, where you throw tomatoes 
at everyone. It is a well-known tradition
HATTIE HOLLISTER

Today we took part in the tomato fight which 
is a tradition
JOEL CRABB

…has been piloting a C-130 Hercules
RU PARKER-JONES

…has been fishing in the sea
FINLEY YOUNG

…has taught me to do a rhythm in  
a different country
GABBY

Today someone else said hello to me in  
a different country 
JAYDEN HOLLAND

…has been in a tomato fight in a festival  
and in a war
JAMES REES

…has driven a car
LILLY TRIVETT

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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LISKEARD SCHOOL &  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Today someone else has been in a tomato 
festival in Spain.  It is a tradition in Spain that 
they throw tomatoes at each other and they 
will have fun, riding bicycles, cars and bikes
AMY ROSE WILLIAMS

Today someone else has been to the tomato 
festival in Spain, showed me a tradition from 
their land and learnt something new
DAISY DAVIES

Today somebody else has had a tomato fight,  
Had a tribal festival in the fading light,  
Gone fishing in a sea different to my own,  
Or rode a bike, boat and vehicle unknown, 
Cooked a meal I wouldn’t recognise, 
Cycled to somewhere under blue skies.
Today someone else has done something unique, 
Today I wonder of all the things I could seek, 
If I stepped out the door,  
Put one foot on the floor,  
And see what the world might hold
DAN TOTHILL

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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LISKEARD SCHOOL &  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Today someone else has joined in with riding 
their bike in Trinidad and Tobago. I hope you 
guys have as much fun as I do while riding  
my bicycle
HOLLY CRABB

Today someone else has shown me their lives 
and taught me to dance. Taught every girl to 
play a beat. Shown me tradition throughout 
Spain, Trinidad and more. Today someone has 
inspired me to explore the world
JOSHUA BEVAN

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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Common sense make before book sense  
Not all useful knowledge comes from books or formal learning
TRINIDAD

…shook my own
JON-PAUL GILL

…lit a candle
RACHEL

…danced in a festival
AIESHA

...helped save someone’s life
ISABELLE HORN

…was born
ANON

…rowed in a gig boat
SADIE

…swept a floor
MEG

…wrote red in tomatina red, today the red 
dragon dances, a community roared and 
noised together. And then rested and slept
ANON

…did loads of clapping
JENNIFER PARK

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

TORPOINT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…prayed
SOPHIE

...fed their child
ROSIE

…built a boat
AMY

…danced round a maypole
JACOB BLATCHFORD

…waved at me
GARETH RODD

…cooked a meal for their family
MICHAEL KENDALL

…took part in a game of football  
with their friends
ANON

…clenched to make a fist
SAMMY

…made coffee in Morocco
RYAN

…worked for hours in the boiling sun
ANON

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

TORPOINT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

…danced and had 
fun in a dragon 
costume in Brazil
MADDY BOTTERELL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…became a part of a family
SOPHIA

…has danced a maypole
ANGEL LAWSON

…has lit a candle
ALICE JUDGE

...went to a festival in Zimbabwe 
MINNIE GREGORY

…brushed their hair
JOE A

…rode a horse with a smoke gun in their hands
LARA BARRETT

…went to a cycle festival
ELLA GRIMSHAW

…held a monkey
BEN RIVERS

…cooked the greatest lunch in the world
ALEXIS KNIGHT

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

TREVIGLAS

Cack mowt kill cack:  
‘the rooster was killed by his own mouth’ 
Never boast or speak out of turn
JAMAICA

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…has had a big carnival
CLAUDIA

…died because of unclean drinking water…
had to find a safe place to live…had to leave 
their home because of war
HEATHER MILLER

…has taken part at an AWESOME  
colourful carnival
MORWENNA

…crossed a river on a boat
GIDEON BLACKLOCK

…went on a camel to school. Today 
someone is not eating or drinking
MEGAN BRAY

…has scored their next goal
LEON GERRARD

…got me to school
SOPHIE BURGESS

…started a life
SAMUEL TOOTH

…is fishing
DYLAN ORCHARD

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

TREVIGLAS

…held a carnival 
in Brazil with 
their friends
DYLAN KING

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…helped make breakfast for their family
ALEX SCHOFIELD

…played football
JACKSON

…rode on a camel, played drums in  
a Brazilian festival 
AIMIÉ LONSDALE

…went on a cycle trip in Trinidad & Tobago
JASMINE HUGHES

…told a story
FREDDY WOOTTON

…woke up
HEATHER

…around the world is mourning their 
relative’s death
RICHARD MOSES

…had a drink
CAMERON

…went on a boat trip
MAX

…rowed a longboat to school
BEN COLE

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

TREVIGLAS

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…rode a horse with  
a smoke gun
JAMES PARSLEY

…baked a cake
ANON

…has given to charity
AIDON

…gained dramatic skills and found 
out similarities about countries
LEON

…played football
JAMIE

…rode a camel
CHARLIE POWELL

…found out about new things 
MATTHEW MITCHELL

…has danced around a maypole
KASSIE

…went to a festival
TAYLOR BRIDGETT

…taught me something I didn’t know
JACK NUGENT

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

TREVIGLAS

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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...danced
LIBBY

…has gone to extremes for their family  
in the jungle
LACHLAN SURRIDGE

…has participated in a dance
RUBY TATTON

…has eaten chicken
TARA MACLEAN

…danced around a maypole in Jamaica
ARIANNE DAVIES

…rode a horse
GEORGIA WARREN

…went to church and lit a candle
JASMINE MAY

…had singing lessons
BETH

…went for a ride on their motorbike
SADIE

…had a cool dragon festival in Venezuela 
LORI ROBYN CHAPPELL

...went surfing in Morocco
JASMINE

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

TREVIGLAS

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…played basketball in Jamaica
HARRY MARSAY

…had a lot of carnival and enjoyed it a lot; it is 
a big part of their lives
ISAAC VARGA

…has sailed a boat
JACK RALPHS

…listened to reggae music in Jamaica
CONNOR POWELL

…had to cover up in Morocco from the SUN!
JAYDEN KEMPTHORNE

…had to cover up from the heat  
and sandstorms
ASHLEY WINKWORTH

…has taken a family picture in the  
Brazilian rainforest
ZENAH HORNER-PAYNE

…took a picture of a camel with a surfboard  
in Morocco
INDIA JENKINSON

…has played in a basketball match in Jamaica
HARVEY BILKEY

…played different sports in Ghana
JASMINE OSBORNE

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

TREVIGLAS

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…has ridden a camel in Morocco
SOPHIE

…has made food for other people  
in Zimbabwe
TOM HORNABROOK

…has had a tomato festival in Spain
JAMES GILBERT

…lost a loved one
MILLIE

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

TREVIGLAS

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…helped the community by helping the world 
to be a better place
LILY SPILLANE

…has celebrated life and living
ELEANOR KINGDOM

…has danced in colourful dresses and been 
the happiest version of themselves
CARYS LEWIN

…has learned where to travel next
JACK POMPA

...has thrown tomatoes at each other in Spain, 
enjoyed themselves in different ways
AVA KEELING

…has laughed using music and dance
MEGAN HINDALL

…has started their own journey
SOPHIE FLANNIGAN

…has moved their country to have more fun in life
LEYLA VINCE

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

WADEBRIDGE SCHOOL

A golden bit does not make  
the horse any better
PORTUGAL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…has been dancing in Brazil at the same time 
someone else has done what I have done now
POPPY KEARNEY

…has been hitting drums
SAM DIX

…has expressed what they feel through  
dance and rhythms 
BELLA RANDALL

…has performed a dance passed down  
from hundreds of generations
EMILY CAMPBELL

…has caught a mackerel 
JACK BISHOP

…has celebrated with joy as their baby has 
taken their first steps 
JAMES HUNT

…has taken part in a Spanish dance 
SAM RICHARDS

…has taken part in carnival
CHARLIE

…has experienced life to the fullest
KIERON WHATLEY

…has gone to a reggae festival and celebrated
SIÂN BASS

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

WADEBRIDGE SCHOOL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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...has taken my ideas about a proverb  
into consideration
PHOEBE CRAWFORD

…has taken part in a Batuque dance 
CALEB HOUSE

…has been racing mackerels in Brazil,  
taking part in festivals
TRISTAN JARVIS

…has been to Morocco
TOBY TINKER

…has created an image of countries  
that are interesting
ROBYN COOK

…helped me find more educating news
CHARLEY WICKETT

…has seen a different view of the world!
LIBBY WILLIAMS

…has been a fish in a different country
MAGGIE WILD

…has celebrated a tradition
TALIA PHILLIPS

…has taken part in a carnival in Brazil and 
gone to visit their friends to play basketball 
out in the sun
PAULINA JAGO

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

WADEBRIDGE SCHOOL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…had the time of their life in a 
colour festival in South Africa
ELSA ROWLANDS

…took part in a carnival in Brazil 
for the first time
POLLY EVERY

…carried a surf board on a camel
MATTHEW DYKE

…was thrown into a carnival in 
Brazil. They were tossed in way 
over their head
JAMES GREENWOOD 

…took us away from the flood 
and now we are searching for a 
new place to stay.  It’s taking a 
while but not long before we do
LUKE WHATLEY

…was transported around the 
world by boat
SHANNON CLIFT

…fought over food in a  
Nigerian market
BILLY KEELING

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

WADEBRIDGE SCHOOL

…took part in 
the Moroccan 
horse festival
CAIN LIVINGSTONE

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…was transported in a boat in Nigeria
ABBY KELLOW

…danced around in a carnival
DANIEL WONNACOTT

 …robbed the rich to give to those who are 
less fortunate
GEORGE HANSON

…planted coffee beans
JESS DONCOM

…watered coffee beans, to grow for our craving
EVANGELINE HUMPHRIES

…danced to human produced sounds
RONNIE

…had a carnival
TOBY EDWARDS

…around the world made our clothes 
JACK MOSS

…woke up with a smile on their face and I am 
happy for them because they have a promise 
of a better day than yesterday 
MAISIE HEATHER OSBORNE

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

WADEBRIDGE SCHOOL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…took part in a South African 
carnival, a Brazilian carnival  
and bought from a busy market 
in Nigeria
CRYSTAL OLDHAM

…crossed a river on a boat  
in Nigeria
BILLY BROWN

…went to school for the first time
LUCY WILLIAMS

…dressed up in the brightest clothes 
they own 
AVILA WILD

…took part in dancing the batuke
BEN

…played football in Brazil and 
watched the Olympics
LEE-ANTHONY LEE

…has inspired me
MATT CARR

…travelled to somewhere else 
using their imagination 
MARLEY

…turned a book into a jungle
KONNIE WHETEN

…walked miles just to get water
BRANDON 

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

WADEBRIDGE SCHOOL

…has been 
in Spain for a 
bullfight and  
a tomato fight
JULIA MAZUR

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…has been happy despite sadness
TOM

…took a sun with them to keep positive spirits 
HERBIE JAMES

…has educated me to a brighter future
LETITID JEWELL

Cornwall

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

WADEBRIDGE SCHOOL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY



Devon
He who doesn’t look  

ahead gets left behind
VENEZUELA

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…is lifting a bucket of water
GEORGIE BAWDEN

…is being punished
AMY DUNBAVIN

…held a pencil
THOMAS DOWLE

…is in the sea in America
AIDEN BARROW

…is riding a horse, washing up, eating,  
playing a drum, being a sock puppet
GRACE BRUTON

…is washing hair
EMILY KINGDON

…is playing a trumpet
HARRY STARR

…is chucking a stick and steering
RIAN

…is eating a banana
KIAN

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

BRATTON FLEMING COMMUNITY 
PRIMARY SCHOOL  

A good name is more valuable  
than a velvet garment
MOROCCO

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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BRATTON FLEMING COMMUNITY 
PRIMARY SCHOOL  

…is holding a stick, is getting wet
CHARLIE WHEATLEY

…is fetching water. Today someone  
elses hand is ringing the doorbell
ÉOWYN ROSE FAULKNER

…is cooking, driving, writing
EMY SURMAN

…is getting a bucket of water
ELLA SURMAN

…is in the sea
SHAUN

…is scrabbling in the dirt looking for food
JULIET

…is making tea for their family
MEGAN

…is eating cheese, eating a banana
NAOMI

…is rowing, cooking, hunting, lighting  
a candle, touching food
WILL HAWKINS

…is holding a microphone and singing
TOM NOLAN

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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BRATTON FLEMING COMMUNITY 
PRIMARY SCHOOL  

…is planting a tree, donating money to charity
NICK

…crushed a stone
CASEY ARTHUR DALLYN

…is building a house
JAKE GREENING

…is washing a horse
DANIEL

…milked a cow
WILL ADAMS

…made waffles
REES MCCLAUGHLIN

…is stroking a dog
ZIA

…is saving someone’s life
JENSON

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…held a new born animal
BEN

…saw its family for the first time 
in years
ALI

…saved a life
ABBIE

…touched the sand
OLIVER 

…held a tomato and kissed it
EVIE THOMPSON

…was covered in sand
THOMAS

…held a paddle
MATTHEW

…held a spoon
ALFIE T

…held a fat hamster
PEITA WOOLLACOTT

…had tomato ketchup everywhere
ALFIE P

…held an assault rifle
JOSH B

…went in tomatoes
TOM H

…went in to the jungle
DARCEY JONHSON

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

INSTOW COMMUNITY  
PRIMARY SCHOOL

Finger neber say “look here,”  
him say “look yonder.” 
People do not usually point out their own faults
JAMAICA

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…lit a candle 
OLIVER

…got wet
CHARLIE

…rode a bike
DAISY L

…rode a horse
ANON

…picked flowers
AMY

…shot a gun at this 
very moment
JAMES

…picked up a stone
EMILY

…played a guitar
LUCY JO

…picked cocoa beans
SAM

…moved their hand
HARRY PELL

…built a house
ZACH

…held a surfboard
MAX

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

INSTOW COMMUNITY  
PRIMARY SCHOOL

…rode a motorbike, 
had a glove on it
SOPHIE AITCHSON

…touched the floor
ROXANNE SONLEY

…hit a drum. Today 
someone else’s hand 
shot a gun
JOSH H

Today someone else’s 
hand saved a life
LILY

Today, Faith’s hand 
held my hand
LOTTIE

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…held some toilet paper!
MARTHA CLEMENTS

…got on a horse
ROHAN CROSS

…has been part of a dance
KATIE

…has gone fishing, cooked a meal, 
paddled a boat
CANA GREEN ODRIOZOLA …carried a surfboard

MOLLY

…played the guitar or electric guitar
JIM

…is eating a piece of cheese
KIERAN

…pressed the TV button
TOM A

…made a chocolate aeroplane 
and won a cup
TOBY

…made a house 
JENSON

…waved and said “Hi”
ALICIA

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

INSTOW COMMUNITY  
PRIMARY SCHOOL

…has held a tomato 
in a food fight. Today 
someone else’s hand 
touched a camel
FREDDIE

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…is painting, cooking, colouring, played 
the tambourine, felling, made lunch, held a 
hand, wrote
HONOR PUTMAN

…drawing a picture, selling ice creams, playing 
basketball, doing sign language
LILY

…went to school and learnt maths. Today 
someone else’s hand went to gymnastics
FREYA NEWTON

…is drumming
ELLIOTT

…is planting seeds
ROSIE

…pulled a camel on the sandy 
beach and shouted TAXI!  
EZZ

…went to work, went surfing, 
made lunch, played on the beach, 
used a screwdriver and held an 
ice cream
LEWIS RUSSELL

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

INSTOW COMMUNITY  
PRIMARY SCHOOL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…went to work
DAISY MORGAN

…stroked a Zebra
EMILY

Today someone else’s hands 
have been riding a camel. Today 
someone else’s hands have been 
collecting rubbish
LANI MAIA

…has pulled in a sail
ALEX

…has picked a banana. Today 
someone else’s hand held a drum
LOUIS

Today someone else’s hands 
clapped, wrote a story
ALICE ALLEBONE-PARISH

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

INSTOW COMMUNITY  
PRIMARY SCHOOL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…ate lunch with  
their fingers
FREDDIE

…held food
ANONYMOUS

…stroked a cat
FELLIX

…had museli  
for breakfast
THOMAS GORDON

…is touching a 
monkey bar
CHARLIE

…touched a horse
TILLY

…played with a kitten
SCARLETT

…hugged
JERSEY LOUISE LEDGER

…had lunch
ANON

…held a water bottle
DAISY

…held a sandwich
SIENNA MILLER

…wrote a sentence
HONEY

…held a horse’s reins
APRIL

…has helped  
comfort someone 
ELAINE THORNE

…touched a car
PETER

…bounced a ball
HENRY

…caught a football
LOGAN

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

KINGSLEY SCHOOL BIDEFORD, JUNIORS

Cat a ketch rat, but he a  
teef he massa fish 
Good and bad come from the same source
GUYANA

…collected water  
in Kenya
KIRSTY

…took a camel for  
a walk
ISOBELLE

…held the air
MATTHEW HANSON

…has thrown  
a tomato
WILL

…has been surfing
CHARLIE

…held a cup
DANIEL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…was as cold as ice
PAU

…helped dying, starving, men, 
women and children
ROXY THOMAS

…scored a 3-point last minute 
goal and led the team to win
KEN LEI

…threw a ball
ANON

…played handball
DYLAN

…held someone else’s hand
JASMINE

…helped me standing up  
after I fell down
NICOLÁS 

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

KINGSLEY SCHOOL BIDEFORD, SENIORS

A hunter whom has only one arrow  
does not shoot with careless aim
NIGERIA

…saved a life 
…took a life
ELLIE SPURLING

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…let loose a single candle’s light 
onto a lifeless lake
MOLLY GARDNER

…planted new life
HARRY EDWARDS

…held someone who needed it most
KATIE

…held their baby for the first 
time. Today someone else’s hand 
held their mummy’s hand for the 
first time
MEGAN WRAY

…cooked the meals for a husband 
she barely knows, but was forced 
to marry when she turned 13 just 
2 days ago
ELEANOR BARKER

…guided me into lunch
RUBY IVORY

…pulled the trigger
ALICE BERESFORD

…slapped their child
NATHANIEL

…hugged me and looked after me
VICTORIA DAVIES

…carried a big container of water 
for their family
NATALIA

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

KINGSLEY SCHOOL BIDEFORD, SENIORS

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…helped balance a bucket of dirty water  
on their head to survive
JOANNA

…cooked a meal for their family and friends
ABI

…covered their eyes as they cried
BECKY KEMP

…pulled the trigger of a gun
GABE

…assembled electronic devices  
in a poorly paid factory
ANON

…played music
KRYSTAL LEE

…reached into a river to get water
LUKE SMYTH

…stopped breathing
JAMIE STEER

…pulled rubbish from a southern  
Indian rubbish dump
CAMERON LAVELLE

…saved a life
JAMES

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

KINGSLEY SCHOOL BIDEFORD, SENIORS

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…was begging for food
JESS STELLA

…shot ten people
JESS BARKER

…is holding a fish
JOSH STEER

…found another
PETER WORMINGTON

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

KINGSLEY SCHOOL BIDEFORD, SENIORS

…said goodbye 
for the first time
GEORGIA POLLIT

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…touched a snake and  
caught a spider
BALAZS 

…rode a bike
DOMINIK

…is bouncing a ball in basketball
GUY

…is putting face paint on,  
cooking food, playing music
TAMIMA

…is touching water
BOO

…is lighting a candle
AMBER

…touches a card, a drum
MEGAN

...is being stung by a scorpion!
OLIVER JAMES LILLEY

…is getting arrested
WILLIAM G SCATER

…is opening a door
TRUDIE

…is writing a letter
ALFIE BURNELL

…is touching a surfboard
ACTON

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

NEWPORT COMMUNITY SCHOOL

No hill without gravestones;  
no valley without shadows
SOUTH AFRICA

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…is marking a person in football
OWEN FIRBY

…is picking their name
CHARLIE M

…did ballet
LYLA COOPER

…is stroking a horse.  Today 
someone else’s hand is writing
KATIE

…is sleeping on the street. Today 
someone else’s hand is being 
chopped off
FINLEY

…has built a house, held a lead
OLIVIA 

…is using their hand for blocking  
a defender in football
MILES

…is writing
ALFIE W

…is feeding a baby
LILY MCCLURE

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

NEWPORT COMMUNITY SCHOOL

…is moving them 
because they are 
swimming
MAISIE

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…is playing a drum
JOSHUA

…is on a boat, making a fire
ALICE

…in Portugal held a ribbon  
at a festival
PAIGE NOTT

…caught a fish
MIA WELLS

…rowed a boat
ERIN PILE

…held a baby
SKY TAYLOR

…made some dough in a pot
ANON

…hugged a sister and touched a toy
WILLIAM

…lit a candle
CAITLYN

…touched another hand
HARVEY COTTLE

…touched a seat on a bike
OLIVER BERRY

…rode a horse. Today someone 
else’s hand played football
LIAM

…opened their front door
FAYE MACKENLIE

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

NEWPORT COMMUNITY SCHOOL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…is scratching someones back
HARRY ELLIOTT

…is getting someone a drink of beer or wine
LOUIS

…swung when they were walking, waved 
their hands when they were speaking, held 
someone elses hand
EMILY DODWELL

…is putting on gloves, stroking a dog, washing 
some clothes and cooking
JAMES

…will be cooking, putting on clothes, writing
BELLA ROWELL

…was cooking some food
ELLIOT GOODWIN

…has been cooking food in a pan
FLORENCE SKINNER

…put on clothes
HEIDI

…started to build a boat
ERNEST REDDEN

…is eating some really nice food
ASHTON

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

NEWPORT COMMUNITY SCHOOL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…led a camel across a beach
LILY CUSHION

…carried a baby in a desert country
RUBEN

…saved a football and if he didn’t 
it would have a puncture in it!!
CHARLIE ROACH

…cooked food and washed  
the dishes
NICHOLAS WALKER

…threw lots and lots of paint
GEORGE THOMAS

…was waving
RHIANNA GRACE SABLES

…is making some food right now
SAMMY

…is covered in tomatoes
GEORGE

…has been hardly used
ADAM

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

NEWPORT COMMUNITY SCHOOL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…is casting a fishing line in the water
DYLAN EVANS

…is getting chopped off
GEORGE EVANS

…is cooking in England,  
Scotland and Nigeria 
JACK G

…is farming 
MATTHEW

…is saving a goal
HENRY FRIEND

…is rowing a boat
DELPHI

…is throwing tomatoes
NYA

…has been making a fire
LAYLA

…lit a hundred candles, and is  
sailing in rough seas
SHALIYA WILLCOX

…is holding the reins of a horse
BETHANY GAY

…is steering a camel
ISABELLE

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

SHIRWELL COMMUNITY  
PRIMARY SCHOOL

Each person knows  
where his shoe hurts
SPAIN

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…is on their horse in the night 
holding a lantern
FREYA GOLDING

…is making a pizza
MOLLY STEINLECHNER

…has been holding a surfboard
IMOGEN

…is rolling coffee beans
HARRIET ROUSSEAU

…is hunting in Morocco
DAISY HARRISON

…is pulling on their horse’s  
reins to stop them from bucking. 
Today someone else’s hand is  
high-fiving someone
REBECCA

…played in a carnival
ETHAN

…touched water, holding a lead 
rein for a horse
JOE

…is touching a fishing rod
EWAN

…is making a spoon
HENRY

…has fed a llama
WILLIAM

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

SHIRWELL COMMUNITY  
PRIMARY SCHOOL

…is touching the 
finishing flag for 
a race
DAISY NEEDHAM

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…turned blood red because  
of tomatoes
TAYLOR 

…held a shaker as we danced 
through the streets of Spain
ROSS HARVIE 

…is filling a jug
JOSH

…wrote a letter to their son 
fighting against extremists
JOSH F

…played with an iphone
LOGAN

…barbequed some food for their 
friends and family
BETH

…lit a candle in the dark. The 
candle lit the dark surroundings
GENNA WALLS

…waved hello; another  
waved goodbye
EMILY

…hand held a tomato and threw 
it at people. They got covered in 
tomato juice and had lots of fun
ABBIE MILLINER

…held the reins of a horse while 
playing polo. And they held a 
whip too
KAITLIN HAMMOND

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

STOKE DAMEREL  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

Between the beginning and the  
end there is always a middle
BRAZIL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…made food and shared it with others
EVA TAYLOR

…waved hello and then goodbye to me
ADELINA BABII

…touched a spoon of pasta or curry to feed 
20 children in hunger. However she won’t eat 
until the children are full up and happy
ALIESHA

…held a basketball and got it in a hoop
LOUIE STANIFORD

…pushed someone else to keep running  
with a football
BRADLEY

…is probably writing an important letter  
to the council
KANE

…helped cook dinner for their family
NICOLE MAUNDER

…pulled a rope and danced around
JACOB

…will cook a meal
ADAM FOSTER

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

STOKE DAMEREL  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…revved a motorbike to go to 
work with her friend
LOUIS

…made food and served it out
KYRRA RICHARDS

…was held by dancing and by 
sunbathing and throwing things 
and writing and moving around
LUCY WILKINSON

…was throwing tomatoes
LUCY WILKINSON

…texted someone else on  
their phone
JAYDEN

…helped bring a tree down
DYLAN G

…cooked
REECE

…covered their face from a 
tomato festival
KATERINA

…was shaken in an important 
business meeting
ARCHIE TWEEDIE

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

STOKE DAMEREL  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

…touched a 
spoon to serve 
food from a bowl
KATIE SNAPE

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…held the bars of a motorbike and drove away
MARY B

…drove a donkey down a road in Spain with 
a vast field and picturesque terrain in the 
background behind them
KATIE FREEMAN

…grabbed onto a drumstick and played 
rhythm at a festival you’ll never forget! With 
colourful outfits and bright green feathers, all 
different people played music for the carnival 
in Brazil
LIBBY HAYNES

…might draw  
a picture
MARIE NELSON

…might express their 
feelings well
CAMERON WILDMAN

…pulls out crops, 
carries jugs, fills up 
water into the jug, 
feeds, cooks, stirs 
and greets
CHAUNON ORR

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

STOKE DAMEREL  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…may dress themselves; hold 
reins on horses; use computers
ROWAN HENRY

…is holding the reins attached  
to a horse
AIMEE RICKARD

…might work by picking up 
barrels of water or picking  
their own food
ERIN WEEKS

...carries heavy objects 
for miles for no money
MATTHEW S

…might be used for playing, 
writing, washing the cutlery, 
or eating and drinking
ALEX NEWTON

Devon

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

STOKE DAMEREL  
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY



Hampshire
A false friend’s tongue is  

sharper than a knife
ARGENTINA
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…touched mine
ADAM JG

…lit a fire, chopped some sticks
GEORGE

…saved a goal
FINLEY PEGGREM

…held a surfboard and helped 
them fish
OLIVIA

…touched meat and went fishing
JOE BROWNHILL

…held a fishing rod
CARYS

…is flying a plane 
CAMERON JOHN GEORGE GRAY

…got run over
JACK MILES

…is lighting a fire and dancing
KATIE

…stirred a cooking pot
AMANDA

…lit a candle
JAMES

…is cooking meat, is fishing
COREY

Hampshire

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

CLIDDESDEN PRIMARY SCHOOL

A handful of couscous is better  
than Mecca and all its dust
MOROCCO

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…is touching the sea, is 
holding the fishing rod
LUIS BRILL

…kicked a ball
RUBEN GALLOWAY

…played golf
FRED

…made a building
THOMAS B

…made a house
JOHNATHAN

…rode a horse
ERYN SANDLE

…held a ball
ARCHIE

…rode a motorbike 
FRANCESCA

…is floating on a boat
ETHAN

…helped women 
playing football
SAMUEL GORDON

…clapped, held a stick, 
washed their face
RYAN

Hampshire

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

CLIDDESDEN PRIMARY SCHOOL 

…played bossaball
MAIA

…is rowing a boat
MAX WIGGINS

…sprayed colours, lit 
a candle, made lunch, 
flew a plane
SEB GROGUT

…held a ribbon
NIKHILA

…touched a golf ball
HARRISON

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…drank water from  
their cupped hands
JAKUB CZERWINSKI

…rowed a boat
CODY GIFFORD

…went on a horse ride
EMILY FOX

…has moored up a boat
FREYA QUIGLEY

…has been on a cruise ship
KAI WOOD

…rode a bike
HINNEY REEVE

…has lit a candle
EMILY W

…has ridden a horse
CHELSEA

…has made a den in a forest
KIERAN

…held another person
HARLEY

…picked up a chicken
PRATIK

…went on a roller coaster
NUMA HEMBYA

Hampshire

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PARK VIEW JUNIOR SCHOOL 

A dog that barks all the  
time gets little attention
ARGENTINA
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…tended to a pig
JOHAN

…held some ribbon
KAI K

…has been to a festival
KEELEY

…has had a party
MEGAN

…built a house
DION

…got warmed by a fire
ADAAWA

…went singing love  
to school
LUCAS JAMES KING

…rode a boat, went on 
a train, had a carnival
HARVEY PERREN 

…rode a horse,  
drove a car
ALANA JUBERT

…has cooked.
PORSCHA HAWKINS

…did some washing up
MEGAN COUSINS

Hampshire

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PARK VIEW JUNIOR SCHOOL 

…painted a house
LEAH

…brushed their teeth
SAVANNAH

…cooked her dinner
JACK

…caught fish
KATIE

…opened the door
JAKE NORRIS

…was driving, surfing
ELIZABETH BARNES

…is feeding a camel  
at a festival
ELLIE-MAI

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…is driving a train, 
cooking food
AMBER ZAYNAB SAYYID

…is playing with  
a ball
MADISON

…is driving, eating, 
riding
BRANDON

…went surfing
MORGAN FOSTER

…is lighting a candle
KAI ROGERS

Hampshire

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PARK VIEW JUNIOR SCHOOL 

…is riding a donkey
CODY DAY

…is horse riding
MARTIN

…went fishing
SAYIT

…is in a harbour  
with a ship
DAWID PGNATIVK

…went on a cart  
that flies
NATHAN KING

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY



Somerset
Every rope gat two ends  

Every story has two sides
GUYANA
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…celebrated their birthday
TILLY QUINTON

…sailed in Nigeria
AMY W

…has played a HUGE game  
of football
JACOB

…has taken a picture
ROWAN SAC RALLS CHANNER

…has laughed around a campfire 
in Jamaica
BEN

…flew on a jumbo jet to travel to 
South America
JACK HARISON BUCKLEY

…has worked on a boat in Nigeria
JASMINE

…has danced in the street
REBECCA

…has done a piece of artwork
ASHLEY

…has done a dance around a 
maypole in a Moroccan festival
ANNIE SEAR

…has explored a rainforest in 
Venezuela and saw a leopard
ELOISE

…explored the Amazon rainforest
CERYS ALFORD

Somerset

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

NORTON SUB HAMDON  
PRIMARY SCHOOL

Blood is inherited;  
character is earned
VENEZUELA
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…has celebrated a festival wearing  
a dragon head in Venezuela
DAISY C

…has gone dancing in Jamaica 
IMOGEN SEAR

Somerset

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

NORTON SUB HAMDON  
PRIMARY SCHOOL

…has been to a carnival  
and danced on a float
MATILDA ROSE POLLOCK

…learnt different languages
HANNAH KINGSTON

…has cycled at least 1 mile
YASMIN GOSNEY

…rowed for miles in a boat
RUBY KEYTE

…showed me some more new 
islands and countries
LILY JAY

…has played football
GEORGE

…has played basketball in Jamaica
MIA

…has learnt a new country and 
how they speak
AMY HELROYD

…has been 
celebrating a 
festival with 
colourful clothes
ANNA EATON-BALL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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… took their first steps
SASHA GOTHARD

…was cooking on a fire outside
PAULINA BIENIEK

...was in a marching band or 
music group
HARRISON COOMBES

… had the time of their life
BETHAN

…took a family photo in  
the nice weather
SHONA DOYLE

Somerset

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

ROBERT BLAKE SCIENCE COLLEGE

The best time to plant a tree is 20  
years ago; the next best time is now
SOUTH AFRICA

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…went hunting for food for their 
family, and travelled far
SHANNON BIGGER

…made a camp fire
CHARLEY NEWBY

…had a carnival in Brazil 
TOM TOWERS

…ate a banana
JUDE DONNELLY

…played football in Jamaica
MICHAELA CARTER-WHITE

…hunted or scavenged for food
JORDAN PAGE

…played music in the streets
ALEX STAUNTON-HILL

Somerset

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

ROBERT BLAKE SCIENCE COLLEGE

…played football 
in Jamaica  
MICHAELA CARTER-
WHITE

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…sailed the Atlantic
NATALIE SPROSTON

…went to a carnival in Zimbabwe 
and danced
ELISE SAUNDERS

…have taken the sun along  
with them
TASH FELTON

…has danced around a maypole in 
Jamaica for Independence Day
ABIGAIL MORGAN

…has thrown powder paint at 
someone else
MIGNON RIGGS

…played football in a dirt field  
TODD

…went out on a boat to fish for 
food for their family
JESS

Somerset

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

THE SPACE, TAUNTON

Too many cooks  
spoil the broth
SPAIN

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…has shown me even if you 
don’t have much in life you can 
still see positives
HOLLY

…has played football on a dirt 
pitch with their friends
ALEXA

…has taken part in a carnival in 
Venezuela similar to a carnival  
in England
HANNAH

…has taught me a different way 
to say hello
CHLOE

…sang with their friends
PHOEBE CLARKE

…opened my eyes to the vast 
cultures that we are surrounded by
SAM

…has fallen in love in the middle 
of nowhere and had the best day 
of their life
SKIRMANTAS

…cooked food outside
LUCINDA

…danced around a maypole,  
and listened to music
RACHAEL

…has made me realise what life 
is like in different countries and 
how similar they are to England 
KAYLIE HAIGH

…sat by the river on a sunny day
SAM 

Somerset

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

THE SPACE, TAUNTON

…greeted each 
other in their own 
language and their 
own mannerisms  
GABY NORMAN

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…has danced
TOM

...has greeted me
NATASHA

…learnt about dance 
and countries
JACOB B

…danced and cheered, 
and made a greeting
RILEY

…learnt hello in 
different languages
BENJAMIN

…has pretended to box
RYAN 

…has mirrored me, 
greeted me, and stayed 
in eye contact with me
ELLA B

…had fun and  
played with me
VIENNA

…has had a  
family picture
ROSIE DONALDSON

…clapped
ISABEL MOLLY WATIN

…had fun with me
FRANCIS CASWELL

…has made a sail with 
me and has danced
EBONY FRANCESCA DODGE

…has played music
MAGGIE

…danced and sang
INDIAH

Somerset

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

WEST CHINNOCK PRIMARY SCHOOL

All crab fine dey hole 
Everyone finds their place in life
TRINIDAD

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY



Wiltshire
If you can walk, you can dance;  

if you can talk, you can sing
ZIMBABWE
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…don’t have the luxuries that  
we have here
STELLA

...is walking to the river 3 miles 
away to get clean fresh water for 
their family to bathe, wash and 
eat with.  It’s a hot sunny day and 
they’re desperate for a drink
FREYA BRAINT + CARLI GREEN

…is stirring, murmuring, listening 
to the beat, outside the door, 
“What is going on?”
It’s the music. The drums, drop 
the pots. And go
NATALIE …are happy.  They have no worries  

FELIX BOWYER

…is walking miles just to get 
water. It’s so hot and a drink is  
so far away
ERIN

Wiltshire

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PRIME YOUTH THEATRE

Experience is the  
mother of wisdom
PORTUGAL

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…is waking up at the crack of dawn and 
walking down to a makeshift harbour.  It’s 
the usual cold morning.  The sun is weak 
and seems desperate to fall back under the 
horizon.  They drag a rag behind them as a sail 
and pick a pile of rope from the harbour side 
to rig a boat
JENNA BROOKS

…is waking up
BLAKE C

…is finishing a drum
VLAP

…is feeding a 
daughter with rice 
and beans praying 
that one day she can 
feed her till she is full
ELIZABETH

…is tired and sad
ABI

Wiltshire

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PRIME YOUTH THEATRE

…is running away to 
other countries as 
they are in wars
JOEL TROJAN

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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…is waking up then going to work 
fishing. When they get back from 
work they cook the fresh fish
ASHLEY DYLAN BROOKS

…has to work over 12 hours a 
day in order to get barely enough 
money to live on, but they still 
carry out festivals and other 
events and are able to enjoy life
CAITLIN PACKER

…has life a little tougher as it’s 
hotter and they need more water 
which is hard to get
REELAN BARRETO

…is collecting water for the day, 
and cooking. The might be at work 
or farming or collecting food
JASMIN HEMUS

…is waking up really early and 
cleaning for hours for other people
EVE

…is fleeing their home in Syria 
due to discrimination
BENNY GEORGE

Wiltshire

Today Someone Else’s Hand…

PRIME YOUTH THEATRE

PREVIOUS COUNTY PREVIOUS GROUP NEXT GROUP NEXT COUNTY
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About Tangle
Tangle is South West England’s African Caribbean theatre company.  

We make theatre that enables people in South West England to 
refocus their perception of contemporary British identity.  Through 
theatre productions and creative projects, we enable communities 
across South West England to engage with, and explore the UK’s rich 
racial diversity.

In a region with a fast changing social demographic, we operate as 
a ‘bridge builder’ arts organization, creating inspiring projects for 
children and adults which instigate rich and generous dialogues 
between majority and minority racial groups.  

Our company values reflect the need for generous, unembarrassed, 
positive ‘two-way conversations’ between practitioners that deliver 
and people that enjoy our work. The confident leadership adopted 
by our facilitators encourages everyone to ask questions and share 
ideas and problems without feeling fearful. We like to find ways to 
get people talking, connecting and understanding each other better, 
without fear of doing or saying the wrong thing.   

Our approach at Tangle has four steps:  
DISCOVER – provide multiple creative ways to involve people in our work  
ENGAGE – start creative conversations in communities  
CHALLENGE – the status quo and bring new emphasis  
CHANGE – the way people think about race  
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Our company values are GENEROSITY, CONNECTIVITY, EXCELLENCE, 
RESPECT and UBUNTU – meaning togetherness.  

These values reflect the approach we take when we tour across 
the region.  

The work that we do at Tangle helps to ignite and develop new 
creative conversations by allowing a dedicated team of practitioners 
of African and Caribbean heritage to share different elements of their 
own culture with people who would not normally come into contact 
with them.

You can follow Tangle’s progress with future work on:   

Join our mailing list by signing up at www.tangleinternational.com 

 Twitter @TanglePlays

 Facebook /TangleTheatre

 Instagram /TangleTheatre 

 Youtube /TangleInternational

http://www.tangleinternational.com
http://www.twitter.com/TanglePlays
http://www.facebook.com/tangletheatre
https://www.instagram.com/Tangletheatre
http://www.youtube.com/Tangleinternational
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Partners
Tangle is a National Portfolio Organisation of Arts Council England 
and a Registered Charity (1161690) 

This project has been produced in collaboration with THE SOUTH 
WEST’S PARTNERSHIP FOR MULTI RACIAL THEATRE and has been 
made possible through our partnerships with:
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Proverbs
Do not put the cart before 
the horse
BRAZIL

A learned man is twice born
ARGENTINA

A good friend will fit you  
like ring to finger
VENEZUELA

All cassava get same skin  
but all nah taste same way 
People may look alike on the 
outside, but they are each 
different in their ways
GUYANA

Do-so eh like-so 
Do unto others as you would have 
them do unto you
TRINIDAD

A chattering bird builds  
no nest
SOUTH AFRICA

No wait til the drum beats 
before you grine you axe 
Be prepared for all eventualities
JAMAICA

Walls have ears
SPAIN

He that can have patience 
can have what he will
PORTUGAL

A book is like a garden  
in the pocket
MOROCCO

A child is what you put  
into him
NIGERIA

Every elephant has to carry 
its own trunk around
ZIMBABWE


